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er area. -a bout a year ago, Hal Markowitz, senior ana­
lyst in Industrial Engineering, was commis­
sioned to design a more functional worksta­
tion for claims examiners. Markowitz was faced with 
two problems: The wot:k.5tation in use at the time did 
not allow enough work space for each employee to 
perform his or her job and, although the number of 
employees working in a given area was expected to 
increase, space allotment would not. 
"It boiled down to some very simple questions," 
said Markowitz. "How big a desk do you need? How 
many drawers are necessary? What kind of chair is 
most comfortable? Would a long row of cubicles use 
space better than groups of four pibicles with aisles 
all around?" 
Markowitz studied different desk sizes, drawer 
placements and shelving arrangements and traveled 
to Michigan to meet with designers of the Steelcase 
furniture used throughout the company. The out­
growth was a small, experimental, four-man wot:k.5ta­
tion set up on 7 Tower. 
"The prototype workstation arrived two days 
before the experiment was set to begin," Markowitz 
said, "so we held a kind of open house for the people 
who normally sit at workstations all day. We asked 
them to fill out a special evaluation form. Over 400 
forms were returned and the majority indicated that 
people were eager for the change." 
Eight employees were recruited to try out the 
prototype for two months - four the first month and 
four the second. During each experimental session, 
two workers used one l)PC of workstation while the 
other two worked at a slightly different one. 
When the experiment was finished, the claims 
examiners who had participated were surveyed. 
Although the basic environment -floor, lights and 
walls - had remained unchanged, the positive 
response to the new workstation was strong. 
Additional feedback from Membership and Billing 
and Customer Service brought about a profile of a 
workstation that would seIVe the general needs of 
different areas. Said Markowitz, "The idea was that 
once we got the new wot:k.5tations in place, in the 
future, we would be able to move people rather than 
furniture." 
Developing an ideal workstation was a long and 
involved process. The final product was a combina­
tion of what employees themselves felt the worksta­
tions should hold, what observations of present work 
space revealed, and exactly what furniture Steelcase 
could provide. 
New workstations will next be installed in the 
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Wiley Bryant and Dis­
trict Manager Marty 
Thorsen celebrate 
the winning of the 
Broward County 
School Board account. 
11,000 New Contracts: Corporate 
Cooperation Results in Big Win 
C 
orporate teamwork 
spelled succes.s recently 
when Blue Cros.s and 
Blue Shield of Florida replaced 
Travelers as carrier for the Bro­
ward County School Board. The 
school board is the largest 
employer in Broward County and 
the largest fully accredited school 
board in the U.S. 
"A lot of people throughout the 
company helped make this win 
pos.sible," said Marty Thorsen, 
manager of the Ft. Lauderdale dis­
trict office. "Close to 75 people 
got involved with issues such as 
bid specifications and non­
standard benefits. The entire PPO 
staff worked tremendously hard 
to make sure we would be able to 
include a county-owned facility in 
the network" 
Gene Funkhouser, manager of 
HIS Field Services in Ft. lauder­
dale, agreed that the win came 
about because of company-wide 
support and cooperation His peo­
ple had only two weeks to con­
tact approximately 4 SO doctors 
and sign them up as participating 
physicians. With the support of 
eight HIS field service repre­
sentatives and one customer ser­
vice representative from other dis­
tricts, Funkhouser's staff began 
the mammoth task of contacting 
physicians by phone and in per­
son. Although close to SO percent 
of the doctors had to be met with 
on a one-on-one basis, at the end 
of only eight days, all active physi­
cians had been contacted and 
over 300 doctors had been signed 
up. 
Said Funkhouser, "The feeling 
around here was unbelievable -
the atmosphere was 'go, go, go'! 
Thanks to a strong team effort, we 
were able to support the com­
pany's marketing efforts." 
PBO Systems Services is also 
supporting Marketing on this pro­
ject. The department's job is to ob­
tain enrollment and deductible 
information from the prior car­
rier, Travelers. Although enroll­
ment data is available on tape, it 
appears that contract information 
may be available only via individ­
ual subscriber folders. The area is 
responsible for ensuring that sys­
tem changes neces.sary to proces.s 
the various benefit provisions of 
this contract are made. 
Writing this particular piece of 
busines.s offers numerous oppor­
tunities in southern Florida for 
the corporation. "Forty percent of 
the Florida population is located 
in the tri-county area of Broward, 
Palm Beach and Dade counties," 
said Wiley Bryant, account execu­
tive in the Ft. lauderdale office. 
"Our selling this contract gives us 




Linking the Company 
'With the Physici£ln 
T 
he Profes.sional and Pro­
vider Relations Division 
and Preferred Patient 
Care (PPC) field staff recently 
combined to become the HIS 
Field Services Division. Although a 
time of transition can be an 
uneasy one, it can also be a time 
when everyone pulls together to 
ensure succes.s for the company. 
The reorganization of the div­
isions and the realigning of terri­
torial boundaries brought about a 
need for cros.s-training. Reps all 
over the state worked at training 
one another in their individual 
areas of expertise. There were 
oflsite formal training ses.sions for 
everyone and more are in the 
offing. 
"The big thrust behind the 
whole reorganization was not 
only to eliminate duplication and 
conserve cost, but also to present 
a one-voice, one-person image to 
the health care community," said 
Catherine Shane, director of Field 
Support. "We wanted to avoid 
having so many Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida reps that 
the physicians weren't sure who 
to call for information." The 
merging of the divisions made it 
pos.sible to channel communica­
tions through appropriate 
sources. 
Robert King, manager for HIS 
Field Services in Jacksonville, 
added that if a rep is doing his or 
her job correctly, a physician will 
understand the company's pro­
grams and procedures. "Then, 
Sha,p message: This year's print ads 
build on the ''pencil" image intro­
duced in last year's ad campaign. 
Ad Campaign Marches On 
0 n September 1 Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida launched the 
next phase of its ongoing image 
advertising campaign. As part of 
the campaign, both television and 
print ads build on the "pencil" 
image introduced last year. 
One of the new television ads 
depicts a series of "marching pen­
cils," each of which represents 
one of the company's programs or 
products. Another ad is designed 
to strengthen identification of the 
Blue Cros.s and Blue Shield logo 
with the Health Options logo. The 
ad focuses on a single pencil that 
is imprinted with both logos. 
The themes and images of the 
televison ads are reinforced 
through print ads currently run­
ning in a variety of newspapers 
and magazines. 
Also part of the new ad cam­
paign is a statewide direct mail 
package distributed to local 
groups. Works by local Florida 
artist Dan Poole are used as part 
of a poster series depicting the 
"Spirit of Winning" through illus­
trations of Florida sports. 
A painting by. 
artist Dan PO#. 
of a series of; 
illustrations � 
used in Blue C 
Blue Shield of 
'The Spirit of 
ning" ad camJ 
Departments Relocate to Gihnore Street 
T 
his past June, Real Estate Operations began over­seeing renovation of the former Haskell Building so that approximately 200 Florida Plan employees could move there. Facilities Project Coordinator Susan Fretwell was the interior designer for the project as well as coordinator of each move. "Coor­dinating such a move is a remark­ably complex operation," said Lanny Felder, manager of Real Estate Operations. After a ten-week renovation 
period, Actuarial and Underwrit­ing became the first group to re­locate. Over successive weekends, Direct Marketing, CHAMPUS, Corporate Planning, Corporate Research, Market Research, Sales Administration, Product Develop­ment and Product Management were also transferred to the new building. Five floors hold the re­located groups; a large break area and several meeting rooms take up most of the first floor. Moving modular furniture is an 
involved process, Felder explained, and moving it is explicitly orches­trated. Because the furniture is assembled in pieces, putting it together again is something like putting together a jigsaw puzzle. Panels are moved first and then reassembled in the new building. Binder bins, work surfaces, pedes­tals, task lights - all components that are attached to the panels -are moved next. The final truck­load in the move brings boxes and chairs to go into the newly reassembled cubicles. "While all this is going on," said Felder, "we're also coordinating with people in Telecommunica­tions, who install telephones in the cubicles as they are reas­sembled and reprogram the tele­phone lines to accom odate the move." Vice President and Actuary Judy Discema was pleased with the way the move for her area was handled. "Everything went accord­ing to the way the schedule was set up," she said. ''We were told 
exactly what to expect and were prepared for the little incon­veniences that sometimes accom­pany such a major relocation. There were no surprises." Manager of Medical Underwrit­ing Donna Schwendimann and her staff are also pleased with the move. The department has moved three times since July 1985 and, for the first time, Medical Under­writing has new furniture and plenty of space. "This is our first real home," said Schwendimann. In addition to the Gilmore Street project, Real Estate Opera­tions has coordinated new offices in Lakeland, Ft. lauderdale, New Port Richey and Ft. Myers for Health Options. "It's all part of the dynamics of what we're doing to support field office needs, space needs and environmental needs," said Felder. ''We like to think that all the benefits available to employees in the home office complex are available to our employees in other locations as well." 
2-Year-Old Benefits Froin case Management 
T 
hanks to hard work and cooperation both inside and outside the company, Elaine Martin, case management coordinator in Utiliz.ation and Benefits Management, was able recently to orchestrate the transfer of a 2-year-old AIDS vic­tim from a Tampa hospital to his home. Kelly Palmer, HIS field rep in the Tampa area, called Martin and wanted to know if the child's case would qualify under the case management program. "Kelly was super. She was my feet over in Tampa and did a wondetful job helping to coordi­nate things on that end,"said Martin. Martin contacted the social worker in charge of discharge planning at the hospital for exact details of the case. She learned that the little boy had contracted 
AIDS through a blood transfusion when he was born prematurely. He was quadriplegic and needed skilled nursing care because he required continuous oxygen, was fed through a tube in his stomach and received extensive N antibiotics. After getting a treatment plan from the child's physician, Martin began gathering information necessary to compare the costs of hospital vs. home care. "Everybody was so C<>q)Crative throughout this," said Martin. "not only our own people in the Legal, PPC and Medical Departments, but also the staff at the hospital, the nursing service people and the company in charge of supply­ing the necessary medical equip­ment to the child's home." Martin's cost analysis showed that home care would realize a 
savings of approximately $13,000 a month. ''We made a sound busi­ness decision based on the analy­sis," she said, ''but at the same time there was a strong humanitar­ian effort on the part of everyone who got involved. To me, that made the whole case." The little boy is now at home with his family. His mother, who had been on a leave of absence from work since he was admitted to the hospital July 10, has returned to her job. After he was brought home, her son started smiling and showing that he rec­ognized her. Martin recalled the day she talked to the mother about dis­charging the child from the hospi­tal: "All that mother wanted in the world was to bring her baby home to his family for whatever time was left him." 




he company cafeterias are currently undergoing a complete renovation. Facilities has worked to change the ceiling tile and to paint the ceiling grid, walls, window returns and ledges. They also replaced the carpet and revamped the columns. According to Max Wallace, manager of Engineering and Maintenance, "Our goal was to improve the serving area as well as to provide a better atmos­phere for employees." In conjunction with Facilities' efforts, ARA Food Services has taken on the task of redecorating the serving areas by adding bak­ers' racks to hold trays and baskets and crockery to contain napkins and utensils. Asked about the burgundy and gray colors used in the cafeteria, 
Jack Masters, manager of Facilities Utilization and Development, said that the idea was to provide a color scheme different from any other in use in the building. "It's easy to live with," he said, "maybe a little trendy, but it will last. It gives employees a nice change from the colors they work in all day." Due in any day now are gray mini blinds decorated with a sin­gle burgundy stripe. Also in the works is the purchase of art work for the cafeteria walls, including a four-segment piece that functions as one big painting. The Blue Cross and Blue Shield ad cam­paign "pencil" may be used as pop art as well. According to Wallace, feedback from employees on the cafeteria improvements has been positive. 
FEP Group Picnics at Cecil Field 
A 
pproximately 90 employees who work in FEP Claims, Customer Service and Marketing met at Fretwell Lake at Cecil Field on September 6 for a company pic­nic. The many activities available to employees and their families that Saturday included eating, 
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Infonnation Operations 
K eeping Up With Technology ancl User Nee els 
0 riginally called "Computer Operations," Information Operations was renamed as Blm 
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, as well as the rest of the country, began to move mon 
deeply into the infonnation age. Constant changes in the industcy and in the company re 
quire that this area maintain a dynamic and flexible operating environment. 
New technology, for example, has brought about the substitution of tape 
cartridges for many reel-to-reel tapes. According to Roger Holton, director 
for Information Operations, these new cartridges can hold approximately 20 
percent more data than reel-to-reel tapes and are faster and easier to work 
with. The design of the cartridge tapes cuts down on equipment errors and 
failures and therefore brings about an increase in productivity. 
Computer Operator Shirley 
Wflliams retrieves a tape CAr­
trldge from tbe newry stream­
lined, more compact tape 
library. 
'··" uaa, ····'' ' '" ... Because the cartridges are about a third of the size of ._____ ____ _ 
the reel-to-reel tapes, the space occupied by the tape libracy has s� 
significantly, which in turn allows technicians to retrieve and mount tape� 
faster. Computers can then work to fuller capacity because they aren't left 
��,;,i�1'�, •·--Ill r• waiting as long between tape mountings. Staff morale is raised because 
Manha Young, tape manage­
ment sJ-:ia1ist, bolds a reel­
to-reel tape, from ubfcb 
infonnalion will probably be 
computer operators spend less time walking down long aisles to retrieve 
tapes. 
transferred to a more com­
pact tape CArlridge. In response to user needs and superior customer service initiatives, 
Holton's department has implemented an electronic mail system that currently has over 500 users. 
"Our field office people needed the capability to communicate with the home office in some way 
other than the telephone," said Holton "So we purchased a fairly inexpensive electronic mail 
system and put it on the mainframe so that anyone who had a CRT could get on the terminal, -write 
a memo or message and send it to anyone else who had the system. It's been vecy popular in the 
field and now there are people using it internally as well." Printers can be attached so that 
electronic mail messages can be printed for those who don't have access to CRTs. 
As computers become even more sophisticated in their ability to retrieve and process informa­
tion, is it ever possible to have TOO MUCH information? Holton thinks not: "There can never be 
too much information." Then he smiles and adds, "However, there may be a few too many reports!" 
9 
8 
As a result of new tech­
nology, infou 1111dionfonn. 
erly stored on reel-to­
reel tapes can now lie 
transferred to tape car­
tridges which hold more 
information and take up 
less storage space. 
Each One Teach One 
S 
ara Maxwell, executive director of Learn To READ, recalls a 
conversation with Janice, an illiterate student who could not 
even recognize the word "the": 
"They talk so loud," said Janice. 
''Who talks so loud?" asked Maxwell. 
"Those people at the hospital admitting room." 
''What do you mean?'' 
"They just talk so loud. I tell them I can write my name at the bottom 
of the form, but I can't sign it. And they say, 'YOU CAN'T SIGN YOUR 
NAME?!' And everybody in the room can HEAR them and they all look 
at me." 
"There are a lot of figures thrown out about illiteracy," says Maxwell. 
"Each figure is more staggering than the last. But what it all boils down 
to is people walking around right here in Jacksonville who can't read or 
write. People who are ashamed. People who have no hope, no future." 
Learn To READ, a United Way agency, grew out of a grass roots effort 
to help schoolchildren with their homework. By 1969, the center had 
begun using volunteer tutors to teach adults to read. &cause the pro­
gram is organized around a one-to-one teaching approach, Learn To 
READ took as its slogan, ''Each one teach one." 
Even the Simplest Task Involves Reading 
Who comes to Learn To READ? People who, for any number of rea­
sons, have dropped out of school or who have finished school but still 
cannot read on the most basic level. They can't read a want ad, a medi­
cine label or a traffic sign. Sometimes their goals seem simple: to learn 
to read well enough to get a license to drive a delivery truck, for exam­
ple. The student soon learns, however, that even driving a delivery 
truck involves a good bit of reading - maps, road and traffic signs and 
delivery instructions. 
Says Maxwell, "People beat the streets and when they can't fill out a 
job application and therefore can't get a job, they get desperate and 
come to us. They learn enough to get a job and then their attendance 
may drop off. But, after they've been on the job for a while, they see 
others being promoted around them and they realize that they keep 
getting passed over. That's when they come back to us for more help." 
The gulf between those who can and cannot read is difficult to 
imagine. Most people are accustomed to living with print and aren't 
even aware that they are constantly reading - road signs, labels on 
boxes and cans, menus, building directories. Readers train themselves 
to figure out unfamiliar words by putting together sounds and symbols 
associated with more familiar ones. The average illiterate, says Maxwell, 
doesn't even LOOK at print because the alphabet is just like hierogly­
phics to him. And, to an illiterate, words represent past failures. 
Built-in Success 
Learn To READ uses a reading program that has success built into the 
very first lessons. A student starts with the letter "B" and the word 
"bird." By the time he finishes the first lesson, he- knows six letters and 
six words and has read a short story with those words in it. Already he 
sees that he CAN read. 
''You learn all sorts of tricks to help your students learn," Maxwell 
says. "I once had a student who couldn't figure out syllables to save his 
life. So I told him to put his hand under his chin and to say the word 
'caring.' I explained that every time he felt his chin 'bobble,' he'd found 
a syllable. Well, he now has no trouble with syllables." 
5 
Recruiting Tutors 
Most of Learn To READ's volunteers are working people who meet 
with their students in hourly, after-work sessions twice a week. All 
tutors must train in a series of four workshops lasting for a total of 1 2  
hours. Maxwell says that the workshops spend a lot of time educating 
volunteers about the particular problems their students must face. 
"For example," she says, ''when I say I have business to take care of, I 
might mean I'm planning to open an IRA. When my student says that, 
he may mean he has to stand in line at JEA to get his lights turned back 
on because he couldn't read the due date on his bill." 
In addition to Learn To READ's volunteer recruitment ads, Maxwell 
speaks frequently to community and business groups. She has also unin­
tentionally gained students this way. When Learn To READ recently 
sought tutors at a local hospital, the program got two tutors . . .  and 
three students. 
A Volunteer At Work 
Doris Oates, who works in Technical Services and Capacity Planning 
at Blue Cross and Blue �ield of Florida, began working as a volunteer 
tutor with Learn to READ about two years ago. "I had read about the 
large number of illiterates in Duval County, so when I saw the ad for 
Learn To READ on television I decided to volunteer," she says. 
Oates is now working with an unemployed woman in her late 
twenties who reads on a first-grade level. "It's slow going," Oates says, 
''but when I see the proud smile on her face after she's learned some­
thing new, well, then I feel proud too." 
There Is No Magic 
Maxwell tells of students desperately eager to learn to read. There 
was a young man who walked for blocks on crutches in order to meet 
with a potential tutor. Another man, who was already being tutored 
twice a week, wanted to learn even faster. On his own, he recruited an 
additional tutor, but was still dissatisfied with his pace. "He sat here and 
cried," says Maxwell, "and I told him, 'There's no magic. I don't have a 
key that I can hand you so that you can unlock the door. It doesn't 
work that way."' 
As students begin to see that they CAN read, their confidence in 
themselves and excitement about learning increase. Once, a student 
called to say that as he had been driving down the street he'd suddenly 
realized he was actually READING a billboard. He was so thrilled that 
he immediately pulled over to a pay phone and called his tutor. 
Volunteers Are Essential 
The United Way contributes approximately $35,000 to Learn To 
READ's $72,000 annual budget. During the quarter that ended this past 
June, 378 students were tutored by the program's tutors. "That's an 
awful lot of dollar work done by volunteers!" says Maxwell. She adds, 
"United Way agencies don't offer handouts -they give people a chance 
for success on their own." 
Maxwell admits that, given the number of illiterates who need help, 
she and her staff are sometimes overwhelmed. And frustrated. "But the 
good part is that if we just keep on and people keep hearing about us, 
we can continue to make headway toward solving this huge problem. If 




to the Playi,ng Field 
D 
uring his days in the White House, 
President Theodore Roosevelt's enthu­
siastic pursuit o J exercise was legendary. 
Once, in a single afternoon, he and the 
French ambassador p!,ayed two sets of ten­
nis, went jogging and then worked out with 
a medicine ball "What would you like to do 
now?" the exuberant Roosevelt asked his 
panting guest. "If it's all the same to you, " 
replied the ambassador, "lie down and die. " 
Employees at Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Florida don 't have to "lie down and die" 
in order to stay J it and have a good time. 
Tbanks to the Employees' Club, opportunities 
abound Jor workers to keep in shape while 
having Jun through a variety of team sports. 
Yearly dues o J only one dolla,r give 
employees access to the Jollowing activities: 
Bowling 
This year, mixed-bowling league participants meet 
once a week at Bowl-America in Mandarin. The split 
season lasts 35 week.5, from mid-September through 
May. The 1986 league is composed of ten teams, with 
two men and two women on each team. Cost is $7. 50 
per person; $5.30 goes to the bowling alley and the 
rest of the money goes into the prize fund, distributed 
to winners for first and second halves of the season. 
Volleyball 
Twenty-three co-ed teams make up the 1986 vol­
leyball league. Play begins in August and lasts through 
October. This year's tournament is scheduled for 
November 1 .  Teams meet each Wednesday in park­
ing lot 3; one non-employee ( usually a friend or rela­
tive of a team member) is allowed per team. The 
only investment involves chipping in for refreshments 
and T-shirts, if desired. 
Softball 
The Employees' Club has sponsored two men's 
city league softball teams for over 20 years and, for 
the past five years, at least one of the two teams has 
been to the national tournament. Last year a women's 
city league team was also supported and won their 
division. In the past, the men's city league teams and 
two women's special teams have participated in the 
Southeast Regional Tournament, held for Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield Plans in the Southeast. 
Men's and women's intramural softball teams have 
been sponsored by the Employees' Club for over ten 
years. This past season more than 1 75 employees 
participated in this sport. Teams play once a week 
and a tournament is held at the end of the season in 
September. Although teams used to be formed along 
department lines, nowadays the team mix is usually 
an interdepartmental one. The Employees' Club cov­
ers the cost of some equipment and umpires' fees. 
Football 
Football is played once a week, three games a 
night, at Mallison Park This is not a body contact 
sport - it's flag football, which team member Johnny 
Rhoden refers to as ''basketball played on a football 
field." Flag football involves strapping two flags to 
either side of a player's v.raist; when a player from an 
opposing team yanks the flag away, the "tagged" 
player is considered "tackled." At one time there was 
also a women's league, but interest waned and 
women haven't participated lately. 
Between 50 and 75 employees usually play flag 
football. The season begins in mid-November and 
lasts through the first week of February. No invest­
ment is required unless teams decide they want a 
particular jersey; otherwise, the Employees' Club 
supplies mesh jerseys for teams to use. 
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Golf 
Approximately 40 people played in this year's golf 
league, which has been a part of the Plan's sports 
scene for over ten years. The handicap league is open 
to men and women and is organized in two-person 
teams. The season begins in late April and lasts for 
approximately 14 week.5. The league is divided into 
two divisions and people are bracketed according to 
their handicaps. Team members play one match a 
week on public courses and then take part in the golf 
league tournament that rounds out the season. Each 
league player is responsible for the $ 10  initiation fee 
and also for individual golf fees. The initiation fee 
goes toward the tournament prize, to which the 
Employees' Club also contributes. 
Also available to golf enthusiasts are open golf 
tournaments which start in early spring and continue 
through the fall. Played according to the Calloway 
handicap system, these tournaments generally attract 
anywhere from 50 to 75 players. Participants do not 
have to be part of the golf league to take part in these 
open tournaments. 
Basketball 
The Employees' Club sponsors one city league 
basketball team that has approximately 20 players. 
The league has been going strong since 1978. Last 
year the team won the city league championship in 
its division, with a record of 28 wins, 4 losses. The 
season begins in early· December and continues 
through the first of April; the team plays two games 
each week Expense for each player runs about $20, 
which covers refreshments and the cost of the ban­
quet at the end of the season. The Employees' Club 
pick.5 up some of the expense for this sport. 
Systems Analyst Johnny Rhoden coordinates 
the sports program for the Employees' Chili. 
Runners Excel 
In August, Melissa and Paul Rehfus placed in their 
individual age groups in the Summer Beaches Run. A 
team made up of Ann Marie Debs, Fred Gaudios, 
Mark Stelmacher and Henry Zittrower participated in 
the YMCA's Corporate Challenge Race held Sep­
tember 26 and placed tenth among the 70 division 
teams. Both Gaudios and Joe Sabotin are currently in 
training for long-distance runs; Gaudios for the New 
York Marathon and Sabotin for the Boston Marathon, 
both 26.2 miles long. 
Bicyclists Wm Third Place 
Chandler Burroughs, Shelly Hargis, 
Mario Rubio and 
Sandra Walczak 
served as Blue 
Cross and Blue 
Shield of Florida's 
four-man team in 
Riverside-Avondale 
Preservation's 
(RAP)  annual bike 
race. The group took third place in the 
race for the Corporate Cup. 
Tennis Player Places in National 
Finals 
In the U.S. Tennis Association's 
national championship held for amateurs 
in Charleston, S.C. last month, Fabio Mol­
ina placed third in the men's singles 
competition. Prior to this win Molina, an 
accountant in General Accounting, had 
won 1986 regional and state champion­
ships in Florida. 
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The Spirit of Teamwork • � �'" \ 
D 
uring his days in the White House, 
President Theodore Roosevelt's enthu­
siastic pursuit of exercise was legendary. 
Once, in a single afternoon, he and the 
French ambassador played two sets of ten­
nis, went jogging and then worked out with 
a medicine ball "What would you like to do 
now?" the exuberant Roosevelt asked his 
panting guest. "If it's all the same to you, " 
replied the ambassador, "lie down and die. " 
Employees at Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Florida don 't have to "lie down and die" 
in order to stay fit and have a good time. 
Thanks to the Employees' Club, opportunities 
abound for workers to keep in shape while 
having fun through a variety of team sports. 
Yearly dues of only one dollar give 
employees access to the following activities: Bowling This year, mixed-bowling league participants meet once a week at Bowl-America in Mandarin. The split season lasts 35 weeks, from mid-September through May. The 1986 league is composed of ten teams, with two men and two women on each team. Cost is $7. 50 per person; $5.30 goes to the bowling alley and the rest of the money goes into the prize fund, distributed to winners for first and second halves of the season. 
Volleyball Twenty-three co-ed teams make up the 1986 vol­leyball league. Play begins in August and lasts through October. This year's tournament is scheduled for November 1. Teams meet each Wednesday in parlc­ing lot 3; one non-employee ( usually a friend or rela­tive of a team member) is allowed per team. The only investment involves chipping in for refreshments and T-shirts, if desired. 
Softball The Employees' Club has sponsored two men's city league softball teams for over 20 years and, for the past five years, at least one of the two teams has been to the national tournament. Last year a women's city league team was also supported and won their division. In the past, the men's city league teams and two women's special teams have participated in the Southeast Regional Tournament, held for Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans in the Southeast. Men's and women's intramural softball teams have been sponsored by the Employees' Club for over ten years. This past season more than 175 employees participated in this sport. Teams play once a week and a tournament is held at the end of the season in September. Although teams used to be formed along department lines, nowadays the team mix is usually an interdepartmental one. The Employees' Club cov­ers the cost of some eqttipment and umpires' fees. 
Football Football is played once a week, three games a night, at Mallison Park This is not a body contact sport - it's flag football, which team member Johnny Rhoden refers to as "basketball played on a football field." Flag football involves strapping two flags to either side of a player's waist; when a player from an opposing team yanks the flag away, the "tagged" player is considered "tackled." At one time there was also a women's league, but interest waned and women haven't participated lately. Between 50 and 75 employees usually play flag football. The season begins in mid-November and lasts through the first week of February. No invest­ment is required unless teams decide they want a particular jersey; otherwise, the Employees' Club supplies mesh jerseys for teams to use. 
'l 
Golf 
' s ... 
Approximately 40 people played in this year's golf league, which has been a part of the Plan's sports scene for over ten years. The handicap league is open to men and women and is organized in two-person teams. The season begins in late April and lasts for approximately 14 weeks. The league is divided into two divisions and people are bracketed according to their handicaps. Team members play one match a week on public courses and then take part in the golf league tournament that rounds out the season. Each league player is responsible for the $10 initiation fee and also for individual golf fees. The initiation fee goes toward the tournament prize, to which the Employees' Club also contributes. Also available to golf enthusiasts are open golf tournaments which start in early spring and continue through the fall. Played according to the Calloway handicap system, these tournaments generally attract anywhere from 50 to 75 players. Participants do not have to be part of the golf league to take part in these open tournaments. 
Basketball The Employees' Club sponsors one city league basketball team that has approximately 20 players. The league has been going strong since 1978. Last year the team won the city league championship in its division, with a record of 28 wins, 4 losses. The season begins in early' December and continues through the first of April; the team plays two games each week. Expense for each player runs about $20, which covers refreshments and the cost of the ban­quet at the end of the season. The Employees' Club picks up some of the expense for this sport. 
Systems Analyst Johnny Rhoden coordinates the sports program for the Employees' Oub. 
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Runners Excel In August, Melissa and Paul Rehfus placed in their individual age groups in the Summer Beaches Run. A team made up of Ann Marie Debs, Fred Gaudios, Mark Stelmacher and Henry Zittrower participated in the YMCA's Corporate Challenge Race held Sep­tember 26 and placed tenth among the 70 division teams. Both Gaudios and Joe Sabo tin are currently in training for long-distance runs; Gaudios for the New York Marathon and Sabotin for the Boston Marathon, both 26.2 miles long. 
Bicyclists Wm Third Place Chandler Burroughs, Shelly Hargis, Mario Rubio and Sandra Walczak served as Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida's four-man team in Riverside-Avondale Preservation's (RAP) annual bike race. The group took third place in the race for the Corporate Cup. 
Tennis Player Places in National Finals In the U.S. Tennis Association's national championship held for amateurs in Charleston, S.C. last month, Fabio Mol­ina placed third in the men's singles competition. Prior to this win Molina, an accountant in General Accounting, had won 1986 regional and state champion­ships in Florida. 
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As a result of new tech-
nolog... iaafo. 11w1ionfonn-
erly stored on reel•to­
reel tapes can now be 
transferred to tape car­
tridges which hold more 
infonnation ancl take up 
less storage space. 
Each One Teach One 
5 ara Maxwell, executive director of Learn To READ, recalls a 
conversation with Janice, an illiterate student who could not 
even recognize the word "the": 
"They talk so loud," said Janice. 
''Who talks so loud?" asked Maxwell. 
"Those people at the haq,ital admitting room." 
''What do you mean?'' 
"They just talk so loud. I tell them I can write my name at the bottom 
of the form, but I can't sign it. And they say, 'YOU CAN'T SIGN YOUR 
NAME?!' And everybody in the room can HEAR them and they all look 
at me." 
"There are a lot of figures thrown out about illiteracy," says Maxwell. 
"Each figure is more staggering than the last. But what it all boils down 
to is people walking around right here in Jacksonville who can't read or 
write. People who are ashamed. People who have no hope, no future." 
Learn To READ, a United Way agency, grew out of a grass roots effort 
to help schoolchildren with their homework. By 1969, the center had 
begun using volunteer tutors to teach adults to read. Because the pro­
gram is organized around a one-to-one teaching approach, Learn To 
READ took as its slogan, ''Each one teach one." 
Even the Simplest Task Involves Reading 
Who comes to Learn To READ? People who, for any number of rea­
sons, have dropped out of school or who have finished school but still 
cannot read on the most basic level. They can't read a want ad, a medi­
cine label or a traffic sign. Sometimes their goals seem simple: to learn 
to read well enough to get a license to drive a delivery truck, for exam­
ple. The student soon learns, however, that even driving a delivery 
truck involves a good bit of reading - maps, road and traffic signs and 
delivery instructions. 
Says Maxwell, "People beat the streets and when they can't fill out a 
job application and therefore can't get a job, they get desperate and 
come to us. They learn enough to get a job and then their attendance 
may drop off. But, after they've been on the job for a while, they see 
others being promoted around them and they realize that they keep 
getting passed over. That's when they come back to us for more help." 
The gulf between those who can and cannot read is difficult to 
imagine. Most people are accustomed to living with print and aren't 
even aware that they are constantly reading - road signs, labels on 
boxes and cans, menus, building directories. Readers train themselves 
to figure out unfamiliar words by putting together sounds and symbols 
associated with more familiar ones. The average illiterate, says Maxwell, 
doesn't even LOOK at print because the alphabet is just like hierogly­
phics to him. And, to an illiterate, words represent past failures. 
Built-in Success 
Learn To READ uses a reading program that has success built into the 
very first lessons. A student starts with the letter "B" and the word 
''bird." By the time he finishes the first lesson, he knows six letters and 
six words and has read a short story with those words in it. Already he 
sees that he CAN read. 
''You learn all sorts of tricks to help your students learn," Maxwell 
says. "I once had a student who couldn't figure out syllables to save his 
life. So I told him to put his hand under his chin and to say the word 
'caring.' I explained that every time he felt his chin 'bobble,' he'd found 
a syllable. Well, he now has no trouble with syllables." 
5 
Recruiting Tutors 
Most of Learn To READ's volunteers are working peopl 
with their students in hourly, after-work sessions twice a 
tutors must train in a series of four workshops lasting for 
hours. Maxwell says that the workshops spend a lot of tit1 
volunteers about the particular problems their students r 
"For example," she says, ''when I say I have business to 
might mean I'm planning to open an IRA. When my studc 
he may mean he has to stand in line at JEA to get his ligh 
on because he couldn't read the due date on his bill." 
In addition to Learn To READ's volunteer recruitment 
speaks frequently to community and business groups. She 
tentionally gained students this way. When Learn To REA 
sought tutors at a local hospital, the program got two tut 
three students. 
A Volunteer At Work 
Doris Oates, who works in Technical Setvices and Cq 
at Blue Cross and Blue Slield of Horida, began working 
tutor with Learn to READ about two years ago. "I had re 
large number of illiterates in Duval County, so when I sa 
Learn To READ on television I decided to volunteer," sh 
Oates is now working with an unemployed woman in 
twenties who reads on a first-grade level. "It's slow goini 
''but when I see the proud smile on her face after she's 1 
thing new, well, then I feel proud too." 
There Is No Magic 
Maxwell tells of students desperately eager to learn to 
was a young man who walked for blocks on crutches in 
with a potential tutor. Another man, who was already be 
twice a week, wanted to learn even faster. On his own, t 
additional tutor, but was still dissatisfied with his pace. " 
cried," says Maxwell, "and I told him, 'There's no magic. 
key that I can hand you so that you can unlock the door. 
work that way."' 
As students begin to see that they CAN read, their car 
themselves and excitement about learning increase. One 
called to say that as he had been driving down the street 
realized he was actually READING a billboard. He was S< 
he immediately pulled over to a pay phone and called hi 
Volunteers Are Essential 
The United Way contributes approximately $35,000 t< 
READ's $72,000 annual budget. During the quarter that 1 
June, 378 students were tutored by the program's tutors 
awful lot of dollar work done by volunteers!" says Maxw 
''United Way agencies don't offer handouts -they give p 
for success on their own." 
Maxwell admits that, given the number of illiterates w 
she and her staff are sometimes overwhelmed. And frust 
good part is that if we just keep on and people keep hea 
we can continue to make headway toward solving this h 
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Information Operations 
K e e p i n g  U p  W i t h  T e c h n o l o g y  a n cl  U s e r  N e e cl s  
0 riginally called "Computer Operations," Information Operations was renamed as Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, as well as the rest of the country, began to move more 
deeply into the information age. Constant changes in the industry and in the company re-
quire that this area maintain a dynamic and flexible operating environment. 
New technology, for example, has brought about the substitution of tape 
cartridges for many reel-to-reel tapes. According to Roger Holton, director 
for Information Operations, these new cartridges can hold approximately 20 
percent more data than reel-to-reel tapes and are faster and easier to work 
with. The design of the cartridge tapes cuts down on equipment errors and 
failures and therefore brings about an increase in productivity. 
Computer Operulor Sbh-ley 
Williams retrieves a tape car­
tridge from tbe newo, stream­
lined, more compact tape 
library. 
,... '· c• .. · ··•"'* "' " ... Because the cartridges are about a third of the size of �-----� 
the reel-to-reel tapes, the space occupied by the tape library has shrunk 
significantly, which in turn allows technicians to retrieve and mount tapes 
faster. Computers can then work to fuller capacity because they aren't left 
F"''•• -h:91'+ c • .,, - - , ., waiting as long between tape mountings. Staff morale is raised because 
Marlba Young, tape ma=ge­
ment spedallst, bolds a reel­
to-reel tape, from wbicb 
informalion will probably be 
computer operators spend less time walking down long aisles to retrieve 
tapes. 
transferred to a more com­
pact tape amrldge. In response to user needs and superior customer service initiatives, 
Holton's department has implemented an electronic mail system that currently has over 500 users. 
"Our field office people needed the capability to communicate with the home office in some way 
other than the telephone," said Holton. "So we purchased a fairly inexpensive electronic mail 
system and put it on the mainframe so that anyone who had a CRT could get on the terminal, write 
a memo or message and send it to anyone else who had the system. It's been very popular in the 
field and now there are people using it internally as well." Printers can be attached so that 
electronic mail messages can be printed for those who don't have access to CRTs. 
As computers become even more sophisticated in their ability to retrieve and process informa­
tion, is it ever possible to have TOO MUCH information? Holton thinks not: "There can never be 
too much information." Then he smiles and adds, ''However, there may be a few too many reports!" 
9 
10 
Departm.ents Relocate to Gilmore Street 
T 
his past June, Real Estate 
Operations began over­
seeing renovation of the 
former Haskell Building so that 
approximately 200 Florida Plan 
employees could move there. 
Facilities Project Coordinator 
Susan Fretwell was the interior 
designer for the project as well as 
coordinator of each move. "Coor­
dinating such a move is a remark­
ably complex operation," said 
Lanny Felder, manager of Real 
Estate Operations. 
After a ten-week renovation 
period, Actuarial and Underwrit­
ing became the first group to re­
locate. Over successive weekends, 
Direct Marketing, CHAMPUS, 
Coqx>rate Planning, Corporate 
Research, Market Research, Sales 
Administration, Product Develop­
ment and Product Management 
were also transferred to the new 
building. Five floors hold the re­
located groups; a large break area 
and several meeting rooms take 
up most of the first floor. 
Moving modular furniture is an 
involved process, Felder explained, 
and moving it is explicitly orches­
trated. Because the furniture is 
assembled in pieces, putting it 
together again is something like 
putting together a jigsaw puzzle. 
Panels are moved first and then 
reassembled in the new building. 
Binder bins, work surfaces, pedes­
tals, task lights - all components 
that are attached to the panels -
are moved next. The final truck­
load in the move brings boxes 
and chairs to go into the newly 
reassembled cubicles. 
"While all this is going on," said 
Felder, "we're also coordinating 
with people in Telecommunica­
tions, who install telephones in 
the cubicles as they are reas­
sembled and reprogram the tele­
phone lines to accommodate the 
move." 
Vice President and Actuary Judy 
Discenza was pleased with the 
way the move for her area was 
handled. "Everything went accord­
ing to the way the schedule was 
set up," she said. 'We were told 
exactly what to expect and were 
prepared for the little incon­
veniences that sometimes accom­
pany such a major relocation. 
There were no surprises." 
Manager of Medical Underwrit­
ing Donna Schwendimann and 
her staff are also pleased with the 
move. The department has moved 
three times since July 1985 and, 
for the first time, Medical Under­
writing has new furniture and 
plenty of space. "This is our first 
real home," said Schwendimann. 
In addition to the Gilmore 
Street project, Real Estate Opera­
tions has coordinated new offices 
in Lakeland, Ft. Lauderdale, New 
Port Richey and Ft. Myers for 
Health Options. 
"It's all part of the dynamics of 
what we're doing to support field 
office needs, space needs and 
environmental needs," said Felder. 
'We like to think that all the 
benefits available to employees in 
the home office complex are 
available to our employees in 
other locations as well." 
2-Year-Old Benefits From Case Management 
T 
hanks to hard work and 
cooperation both inside 
and outside the company, 
Elaine Martin, case management 
coordinator in Utilization and 
Benefits Management, was able 
recently to orchestrate the 
transfer of a 2-year-old AIDS vic­
tim from a Tampa hospital to his 
home. 
Kelly Palmer, HIS field rep in 
the Tampa area, called Martin and 
wanted to know if the child's case 
would qualify under the case 
management program. 
"Kelly was super. She was my 
feet over in Tampa and did a 
wonderful job helping to coordi­
nate things on that end,"said Martin. 
Martin contacted the social 
worker in charge of discharge 
planning at the hospital fur exact 
details of the case. She learned 
that the little boy had contracted 
AIDS through a blood transfusion 
when he was born prematurely. 
He was quadriplegic and needed 
skilled nursing care because he 
required continuous oxygen, was 
fed through a tube in his stomach 
and received extensive IV 
antibiotics. 
After getting a treatment plan 
from the child's physician, Martin 
began gathering information 
necessary to compare the costs of 
hospital vs. home care. 
"Everybody was so coq,erative 
throughout this," said Martin. "not 
only our own people in the Legal, 
PPC and Medical Departments, 
but also the staff at the hospital, 
the nursing service people and 
the company in charge of supply­
ing the necessary medical equip­
ment to the child's home." 
Martin's cost analysis showed 
that home care would realize a 
savings of approximately $ 13,000 
a month. 'We made a sound busi­
ness decision based on the analy­
sis," she said, ''but at the same 
time there was a strong humanitar­
ian effort on the part of everyone 
who got involved. To me, that 
made the whole case." 
The little boy is now at home 
with his family. His mother, who 
had been on a leave of absence 
from work since he was admitted 
to the hospital July 10, has 
returned to her job. After he was 
brought home, her son started 
smiling and showing that he rec­
ognized her. 
Martin recalled the day she 
talked to the mother about dis­
charging the child from the hospi­
tal: "All that mother wanted in the 
world was to bring her baby 
home to his family for whatever 
time was left him." 
when a patient walks in with a 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida card, that card MEANS 
something to the physician. Con­
sequently the patient, our custo­
mer, ends up satisfied with the 
service that his insurance card got 
for him." 
Although a field rep needs a 
wide variety of skills, Shane said 
the most important skill is a basic 
knowledge of the health care 
industry, "along with the confi­
dence and courage to walk into a 
physician's or provider's office 
and admit that, while you may not 
have all the answers, you're sure 
you'll be able to get them." 
According to King, reps are 
constant sales people. "They're 
not selling an item; they're selling 
themselves and they're selling 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida, its service and its pro­
grams," he said. "The relationship 
between the rep and the physi­
cian or provider is vital - you 
cannot fail to service someone on 
one program and then expect to 
sign him up for a new program or 
network." 
To support the field reps and to 
improve the level of service to the 
physician, HIS Field Services has 
developed tracking mechanisms 
that help determine the t}pes and 
frequencies of problems expe­
rienced by physicians and provid­
ers in their dealings with the Plan. 
'We're getting to the point 
now that there is a trust level 
between this area and many other 
areas in the company, so that we 
all work together to get these 
problems resolved and keep the 
physician satisfied with our level 
of service," said Shane. 
She concluded, "The health 
care community is taking notice 
of the excellence and profession­
alism displayed by our people. It 
doesn't happen overnight. But you 
begin to instill a sense of confi­
dence and pride and worth in 
your own people and that begins 
to have an effect on the people 
they serve. They begin to believe 
that, yes, we ARE a good company 
and that, yes, we WIil find the 




he company cafeterias 
are currently undergoing 
a complete renovation. 
Facilities has worked to change 
the ceiling tile and to paint the 
ceiling grid, walls, window 
returns and ledges. They also 
replaced the carpet and revamped 
the columns. According to Max 
Wallace, manager of Engineering 
and Maintenance, "Our goal was 
to improve the serving area as 
well as to provide a better atmos­
phere for employees." 
In conjunction with Facilities' 
efforts, ARA Food Services has 
taken on the task of redecorating 
the serving areas by adding bak­
ers' racks to hold trays and 
baskets and crockery to contain 
napkins and utensils. 
Asked about the burgundy and 
gray colors used in the cafeteria, 
Jack Masters, manager of Facilities 
Utilization and Development, said 
that the idea was to provide a 
color scheme different from any 
other in use in the building. "It's 
easy to live with," he said, "maybe 
a little trendy, but it will last. It 
gives employees a nice change 
from the colors they work in all 
day." 
Due in any day now are gray 
mini blinds decorated with a sin­
gle burgundy stripe. Also in the 
works is the purchase of art work 
for the cafeteria walls, including a 
four-segment piece that functions 
as one big painting. The Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield ad cam­
paign "pencil" may be used as 
pop art as well. 
According to Wallace, feedback 
from employees on the cafeteria 
improvements has been positive. 
FEP Group Picnics at Cecil Field 
A 
pproximately 90 
employees who work in 
FEP Claims, Customer 
Service and Marketing met at 
Fretwell Lake at Cecil Field on 
September 6 for a company pic­
nic. The many activities available 
to employees and their families 
that Saturday included eating, 
dancing, boating, volleyball, soft­
ball and horseshoes. According to 
Rick Blair, FEP supervisor who 
organized the event, the picnic 
was funded by money contributed 
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11,000 New Contracts: Corporate 
Cooperation Results in Big Win 
C 
orporate teamwork spelled success recently when Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida replaced Travelers as carrier for the Bro­ward County School Board. The school board is the largest employer in Broward County and the largest fully accredited school board in the U.S. "A lot of people throughout the company helped make this win possible," said Marty Thorsen, manager of the Ft. Lauderdale dis­trict office. "Close to 75 people got involved with issues such as bid specifications and non­standard benefits. The entire PPO staff worked tremendously hard to make sure we would be able to include a county-owned facility in the network." Gene Funkhouser, manager of HIS Field Services in Ft. lauder­dale, agreed that the win came about because of company-wide support and cooperation His peo­ple had only two weeks to con­tact approximately 450 doctors and sign them up as participating physicians. With the support of eight HIS field service repre­sentatives and one customer ser­vice representative from other dis­tricts, Funkhouser's staff began the mammoth task of contacting physicians by phone and in per­son. Although close to 50 percent 
of the doctors had to be met with on a one-on-one basis, at the end of only eight days. all active physi­cians had been contacted and over 300 doctors had been signed up. Said Funkhouser, "The feeling around here was unbelievable -the atmosphere was 'go, go, go'! Thanks to a strong team effort, we were able to support the com­pany's marketing efforts." PBO Systems Services is also supporting Marketing on this pro­ject. The department's job is to ob­tain enrollment and deductible information from the prior car­rier, Travelers. Although enroll­ment data is available on tape, it appears that contract information may be available only via individ­ual subscriber folders. The area is responsible for ensuring that sys­tem changes necessary to process the various benefit provisions of this contract are made. Writing this particular piece of business offers numerous oppor­tunities in southern Florida for the corporation. "Forty percent of the Florida population is located in the tri-county area of Broward, Palm Beach and Dade counties," said Wiley Bryant, account execu­tive in the Ft. I.auderdale office. "Our selling this contract gives us an immediate presence in the area." 
HIS 
Field Services: 
Linking the Company 
UJith the Physician 
T 
he Professional and Pro­vider Relations Division and Preferred Patient Care (PPC) field staff recently combined to become the HIS Field Services Division. Although a time of transition can be an uneasy one, it can also be a time when everyone pulls together to ensure success for the company. The reorganization of the div­isions and the realigning of terri­torial boundaries brought about a need for cross-training. Reps all over the state worked at training one another in their individual areas of expertise. There were offsite formal training sessions for everyone and more are in the offing. "The big thrust behind the whole reorganization was not only to eliminate duplication and conserve cost, but also to present a one-voice, one-person image to the health care community," said Catherine Shane, director of Field Support. ''We wanted to avoid having so many Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida reps that the physicians weren't sure who to call for information." The merging of the divisions made it possible to channel communica­tions through appropriate sources. Robert King, manager for HIS Field Services in Jacksonville, added that if a rep is doing his or her job correctly, a physician will understand the company's pro­grams and procedures. "Then, 
Sharp message: This year's print ads 
build on the "pencil" image intro­
duced in last year's ad campaign. 
Ad Campaign Marches On 
0 n September 1 Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida launched the next phase of its ongoing image advertising campaign. As part of the campaign, both television and print ads build on the "pencil" image introduced last year. One of the new television ads depicts a series of "marching pen­cils," each of which represents one of the company's programs or products. Another ad is designed to strengthen identification of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield logo 
with the Health Options logo. The ad focuses on a single pencil that is imprinted with both logos. The themes and images of the televison ads are reinforced through print ads currently run­ning in a variety of newspapers and magazines. Also part of the new ad cam­paign is a statewide direct mail package distributed to local groups. Works by local Florida artist Dan Poole are used as part of a poster series depicting the "Spirit of Winning" through illus­trations of Florida sports. 
A painting by Florida 
artist Dan Poole ts one 
of a series of sports 
iJlustratwns being 
used in Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of R-Orida's 
'7be Spirit of Win­





C U B E  
Pat Woods, senior 
examiner in MSSP 
Claims, shows off one 
of the newly designed 
cubicles in her area. 
A 
bout a year ago, Hal Markowitz, senior ana­
lyst in Industrial Engineering, was commis­
sioned to design a more functional worksta­
tion for claims examiners. Markowitz was faced with 
two problems: The workstation in use at the time did 
not allow enough work �ace for each employee to 
perform his or her job and, although the number of 
employees working in a given area was expected to 
increase, space allotment would not. 
"It boiled down to some very simple questions," 
said Markowitz. "How big a desk do you need? How 
many drawers are necessary? What kind of chair is 
most comfortable? Would a long row of cubicles use 
space better than groups of four cubicles with aisles 
all around?" 
Markowitz studied different desk sizes, drawer 
placements and shelving arrangements and traveled 
to Michigan to meet with designers of the Steelcase 
furniture used throughout the company. The out­
growth was a small, experimental, four-man worksta­
tion set up on 7 Tower. 
"The prototype workstation arrived two days 
before the experiment was set to begin," Markowitz 
said, "so we held a kind of open house for the people 
who normally sit at workstations all day. We asked 
them to fill out a special evaluation form. Over 400 
forms were returned and the majority indicated that 
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Eight employees were recruited to try out the 
prototype for two months - four the first month and 
four the second During each experimental session, 
two workers used one type of workstation while the 
other two worked at a slightly different one. 
When the experiment was finished, the claims 
examiners who had participated were surveyed. 
Although the basic environment -floor, lights and 
walls - had remained unchanged, the positive 
response to the new workstation was strong. 
Additional feedback from Membership and Billing 
and Customer Service brought about a profile of a 
workstation that would serve the general needs of 
different areas. Said Markowitz, "The idea was that 
once we got the new workstations in place, in the 
future, we would be able to move people rather than 
furniture." 
Developing an ideal workstation was a long and 
involved process. The final product was a combina­
tion of what employees themselves felt the worksta­
tions should hold, what observations of present work 
space revealed, and exactly what furniture Steelcase 
could provide. 
New workstations will next be installed in the 
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